Hepatocellular carcinoma: the importance of inflammation and epigenetics
========================================================================

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the major form of primary liver cancer in the world \[[@B1]\], accounting for 662,000 deaths worldwide per year \[[@B2]\]. HCC is frequently diagnosed at an advanced stage, resulting in rather poor survival rates. HCC typically starts with a pre-existing liver disease caused by infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) or hepatitis C virus (HCV), chronic aflatoxin exposure or alcohol consumption \[[@B3]\]. Chronic liver damage associated with chronic exposure to these agents results in cirrhosis (scarring of the liver characterized by the formation of fibrous tissue and destruction of normal architecture of the organ), which can eventually progress to liver cancer. People infected with HCV have an 80% chance of developing cirrhosis, and HBV-infected people have a 30-fold higher risk of developing cancer \[[@B1],[@B3]\]. Therefore, there is a need for better understanding of the mechanisms underlying HCC development and progression, as these might improve our ability to detect the disease at earlier stages and design new efficient strategies for detection and treatment.

Deregulation of the epigenome (the totality of epigenetic marks in a cell, including DNA methylation, histone modifications and non-coding RNAs) is thought to play an important role in tumor development and progression. Epigenetic events are considered key mechanisms in the regulation of gene activity, and abnormal expression of a large number of tumor-suppressor genes and cancer-associated genes has been observed in a wide range of human cancers \[[@B4]-[@B8]\]. Epigenetic alterations might occur as early events in carcinogenesis and might precede genetic alterations during oncogenic transformation \[[@B9]\]. Moreover, large-scale studies involving epigenomic technologies have identified new genes targeted by aberrant epigenetic changes, and indicated epigenetic patterns that are consistently associated with different cancer types, including lung cancer, colorectal cancer and HCC. These \'epigenetic signatures\' can be associated with predisposition factors or clinical outcome \[[@B4],[@B10],[@B11]\], and can be defined as specific epigenetic changes or a combination thereof that are consistently associated with etiological or clinicopathological features of a tumor.

The inflammatory response is the tissue\'s natural response to damage. The primary functions of the inflammatory process are to defend the organism against harmful agents and products, remove damaged cells and facilitate the renewal of damaged tissues. However, chronic inflammation might activate cell proliferation and deregulation of cell death in affected tissues \[[@B12],[@B13]\]. Inflammation is an important factor in HCC development, and chronic hepatitis might promote hepatocarcinogenesis through induction of cirrhosis, although inflammation-mediated HCC tumors might also develop in the absence of cirrhotic lesions. Because deregulation of epigenetic mechanisms is one of the hallmarks of cancer, including HCC, it is possible that inflammation might act through epigenetic mechanisms to promote liver cancer. Several comprehensive reviews on the role of either epigenetic deregulation \[[@B11]\] or inflammation \[[@B14]\] individually in liver cancer have been published. Here, we focus on the potential role of epigenetic mechanisms in inflammation-mediated processes during hepatocarcinogenesis and discuss how a cross-talk between inflammation and the epigenome can be exploited in the development of novel and efficient strategies for the treatment and prevention of liver cancer.

Deregulation of the inflammatory response during hepatocarcinogenesis
=====================================================================

HCC is one of the well-known examples of inflammation-related cancer that slowly develops on a background of chronic inflammation. The molecular links that connect inflammation and liver tumors are not fully known; however, recent studies are beginning to unravel the underlying mechanisms. In this section, we will discuss the development of chronic inflammation in response to liver damage and viral infection, and then describe the role of cytokine secretion during HCC development. Finally, activation of nuclear factor (NF)-κB and STAT3 (signal transducers and activators of transcription 3) pathways and their consequences for hepatocarcinogenesis will be discussed.

Development of chronic inflammation in response to liver damage and viral infection
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One of the main functions of the liver is to detoxify the organism. Consequently, hepatocytes are constantly subjected to diverse infectious or toxic agents that can generate liver damage and initiate an inflammatory response \[[@B15]\]. The purpose of local inflammation is to clear the damage by activating apoptosis of affected hepatocytes, and to promote repair of the tissue by activating cell proliferation \[[@B12]\]. Under normal conditions, when damage is limited and can be rapidly repaired, the inflammatory state is transient. However, if the tissue damage is severe or if the inflammatory stimulus persists, the inflammatory process is maintained and may progress to chronic inflammation with continuous proliferation of hepatocytes (see below). The cellular pathways that are activated during a prolonged inflammatory response may trigger a wide range of potentially harmful processes, such as induction of DNA damage through reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation \[[@B16]\]. Therefore, hepatocytes harboring extensive DNA damage and undergoing prolonged proliferation during chronic inflammation may result in the acquisition of mutations and growth advantages, thus promoting initiation and progression of hepatocellular carcinoma \[[@B17]\].

This scenario is more likely to be associated with excessive alcohol consumption or fat accumulation, or occur during infection with HBV or HCV. HBV or HCV infection can lead to cirrhosis and further development of HCC when the immune system fails to efficiently clear the virus from the liver, resulting in a chronic form of the disease \[[@B18]-[@B20]\]. During an infection, hepatitis virus antigens activate immune cells that trigger apoptosis of infected hepatocytes, thus inducing compensatory proliferation \[[@B21]\]. Chronic infection may also lead to the development of HCC through induction of mutations and chromosomal instability \[[@B22]\]. These genetic changes can occur during prolonged cell proliferation and, in the case of HBV infection, can be induced by integration of the viral DNA into human chromosomal DNA \[[@B18],[@B20],[@B23],[@B24]\]. HBV and HCV can also directly initiate cell transformation through the actions of viral proteins that interfere with cellular pathways controlling cell survival, cell proliferation and apoptosis \[[@B25]\]. For example, the HBV protein encoded by the *HBX*gene is able to directly influence the transcription of genes involved in several signaling pathways, including c*-JUN*, c*-FOS*, c*-MYC*, *AP-1*and *P53*\[[@B19],[@B26]\]. In HCV, the core protein (the viral gene product synthesized in the early phase of HCV infection) is known, among others, to inhibit apoptosis through activation of c*-MYC*and inhibition of the *P53*gene \[[@B27],[@B28]\]. Therefore, chronic inflammation in the liver associated with viral infection may contribute to hepatocarcinogenesis through the deregulation of important cellular pathways.

Cytokine secretion and HCC development
--------------------------------------

During chronic inflammation of the liver, hepatocyte proliferation is activated by local and infiltrated immune cells through paracrine signals involving cytokines \[[@B29],[@B30]\] (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Among a wide range of cytokines involved in liver inflammation, TNFα, interleukins (IL6, IL1α, IL1βa and IL10), and TGFβ (transforming growth factor beta) are thought to play major roles \[[@B31]\]. Several large-scale studies investigating serum levels of cytokines revealed higher levels of IL1β, IL6, TNFa, TGFb and IL10 in individuals with hepatitis in comparison with healthy controls \[[@B32]-[@B40]\]. Curiously, serum levels of IL6 and TNFα have been found to be lower in patients with HCC \[[@B41]\], whereas in solid tumors TNFα and IL1β levels are higher in normal tissue than in tumor cells \[[@B42]\]. These studies have provided inconsistent results; therefore, the precise impact of cytokine deregulation associated with chronic inflammation in liver cancer development remains unclear. Nevertheless, changes in cytokine expression are detectable in pre-cancerous stages such as chronic hepatitis and cirrhosis. Comparison between different forms of liver inflammation has revealed higher levels of IL6, TNFα, IL1β and IL10 in patients that have developed cirrhosis compared with those infected with HBV or HCV in the absence of cirrhosis \[[@B37],[@B38],[@B43]\]. Hence, cytokine expression is positively correlated with disease progression, suggesting that the deregulation of cytokine expression may be an early event in hepatocarcinogenesis that could actively participate in cancer development.

###### 

Detected changes in selected cytokines in hepatocellular carcinoma and liver inflammation

  Cytokine   Upregulated or downregulated   Sample/material studied                             References
  ---------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  TNFα       Up and down                    Cirrhotic tissue, HCC patient serum, solid tumors   \[[@B31],[@B33],[@B38],[@B41],[@B42]\]
  IL6        Up and down                    Cirrhotic tissue, hepatitis C, HCC patient serum    \[[@B31]-[@B34],[@B40],[@B41],[@B43],[@B137]\]
  IL1α       Up                             HCC patient serum                                   \[[@B31],[@B33]\]
  IL1β       Up                             Cirrhotic tissue, HCC patient serum, solid tumors   \[[@B31],[@B33],[@B38],[@B42]\]
  TGFβ       Up and down                    Urine, HCC patient serum                            \[[@B31],[@B36]\]
  IL10       Up                             Cirrhotic tissue, hepatitis B, HCC patient serum    \[[@B31],[@B32],[@B35],[@B37],[@B39],[@B60]\]

HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; IL, interleukin; TGF, transforming growth factor; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

NF-kB and STAT3 pathway activation and their consequences for hepatocarcinogenesis
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cellular pathways activated by cytokines are involved in cell growth, cell survival, cell proliferation and apoptosis. Here we discuss the importance of the NF-κB and janus kinase (JAK)/STAT3 pathways in key biological functions that are deregulated in HCC \[[@B15],[@B44],[@B45]\].

NF-κB belongs to the REL transcription factor family and exists as a homodimer or heterodimer. In the absence of stimuli, the dimers remain inactive in the cytoplasm \[[@B46]\]. In liver cells, binding of TNFα or IL1α to the cellular membrane leads to the activation of NF-κB, which can enter the nucleus and initiate transcription of several inflammatory target genes \[[@B46]\]. Even though NF-κB activation has been demonstrated in several solid tumors \[[@B47]\], few studies have investigated NF-κB status in HCC. In a small study involving 15 primary tumors, activation of NF-κB was detected in 87% of peritumoral tissues and in 80% of tumor tissues compared with healthy controls \[[@B48]\]. More recently, investigation of a larger cohort indicated activation of NF-κB in 25% of the tumor samples \[[@B49]\].

In contrast to studies using human cancer samples, there are many studies that have aimed to understand the role of NF-κB in hepatocarcinogenesis using *in vivo*rodent models of inflammation-induced HCC. These studies have revealed a dual function of NF-κB. First, as an anti-tumorigenic agent in hepatocytes, NF-κB may protect the liver by preventing excessive cell death and thus limiting the compensatory proliferation \[[@B49],[@B50]\]. Second, there may be a pro-tumorigenic function whereby NF-κB activation may support tumor growth by increasing transformed hepatocyte proliferation \[[@B51],[@B52]\]. Hence, the precise function of NF-κB activation during HCC initiation and development remains to be defined.

The JAK/STAT3 pathway may be activated through interaction of the cytokine IL6 with its receptor. IL6 binding activates the phosphorylation of a JAK (mostly JAK2), which in turn will phosphorylate STAT3 on amino acid Y705 \[[@B53]\]. Activated STAT3 forms homodimers and is translocated into the nucleus where it enhances the transcription of several genes belonging mainly to cell survival pathways. Other studies have observed that STAT3 is constitutively activated in a majority of HCC cases (60% or more of the samples analyzed) \[[@B54],[@B55]\]. Additionally, mechanistic studies *in vivo*revealed that STAT3 activation cannot be a consequence of HCC but may actively participate in the progression from hepatitis to an advanced cancer stage. In a mouse model of inflammation induced by specific dietary regimes, HCC incidence is correlated with STAT3 activation \[[@B56]\], and in mice developing a liver inflammatory microenvironment, HCC occurrence is reduced by STAT3 inhibition \[[@B49]\]. These results hint at a pro-tumorigenic role of the JAK/STAT3 pathway in HCC growth, and also in HCC initiation and development.

Deregulation of epigenetic mechanisms during hepatocarcinogenesis
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In cancer cells, the key cellular processes such as cell survival, cell growth, cell proliferation and apoptosis are deregulated by aberrant gene expression. Alterations in gene expression can be caused by epigenetic deregulation as well as genetic changes (that is, mutations) \[[@B7],[@B57]\]. Epigenetic mechanisms, such as DNA methylation, histone modifications and non-coding RNAs are key regulators of gene activity states; therefore, epigenetic disruptions can affect transcription of the genes that establish and maintain cell identity and proliferation capacity. A number of studies have suggested that epigenetic mechanisms are altered in HCC and may play key roles in hepatocarcinogenesis \[[@B11]\] (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Epigenetic deregulation in hepatocellular carcinoma

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                   Upregulation or downregulation   Sample/material\                              Reference(s)
                                                                                    studied                                       
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  DNA methylation                                                                                                                 

  Genome-wide                                      Down                             Tumors                                        \[[@B60],[@B62]\]

  Repetitive elements (*LINE-1*, *SAT-2*, *ALU*)   Down                             Tumors                                        \[[@B61]\]

  *p16INK4A*(TSG)                                  Up                               Cirrhotic tissue, blood, serum, tumors        \[[@B59],[@B63],[@B86]\]

  *RASSF1A*(TSG)                                   Up                               Cell lines, cirrhotic tissue, serum, tumors   \[[@B59],[@B63],[@B86]\]

  *SOCS1*(TSG)                                     Up                               Cell lines, tumors                            \[[@B55],[@B59],[@B63],[@B102]\]

  *E-Cadherin*(TSG)                                Up                               Cirrhotic tissue, tumors                      \[[@B63],[@B86]\]

  *GSTP1*(TSG)                                     Up                               Serum, tumors                                 \[[@B59],[@B63],[@B86]\]

  Histone mark                                                                                                                    

  H3K9 dimethylation                               Up                               Cell lines                                    \[[@B69]\]

  H3K9 trimethylation                              Up                               Rodent models                                 \[[@B68]\]

  H3K27 trimethylation                             Up                               Cell lines                                    \[[@B69]\]

  H4K20 trimethylation                             down                             Rodent models                                 \[[@B68]\]

  H3 global acetylation                            Down and up                      Cell lines                                    \[[@B70]\]

  H4 global acetylation                            Down and up                      Cell lines                                    \[[@B70]\]

  microRNA                                                                                                                        

  miR-1                                            Down                             Cell lines, tumors                            \[[@B73],[@B77]\]

  miR-18                                           Up                               Tumors                                        \[[@B72],[@B75],[@B138]\]

  miR-21                                           Up                               Cell lines, tumors                            \[[@B72]-[@B74],[@B138]\]

  miR-122                                          Down                             Tumors                                        \[[@B73],[@B77],[@B81],[@B138]\]

  miR-199                                          Down                             Tumors                                        \[[@B73]-[@B76],[@B138]\]

  miR-221                                          Up                               Cell lines, tumors                            \[[@B73],[@B74],[@B77],[@B79],[@B81],[@B138]\]

  miR-222                                          Up                               Cell lines, tumors                            \[[@B77],[@B79]\]

  miR-224                                          Up                               Tumors                                        \[[@B75],[@B78],[@B138]\]
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TSG, tumor suppressor gene.

DNA methylation changes in HCC
------------------------------

DNA methylation is a chemical modification of DNA, involving the addition of a methyl group (-CH3) to a nucleotide. In humans, methylation usually occurs at the fifth carbon atom in the nucleotide base cytosine (5-methylcytosine). DNA methylation has been primarily studied in the context of gene transcription and aberrant gene silencing, although it has also been implicated in the silencing of transposable elements \[[@B58]\]. DNA methylation impacts the level of compaction of chromatin, and this affects the interaction between DNA and transcription factors, and consequently influences DNA expression. Global genome hypomethylation is a common phenomenon found in many solid tumors, including HCC \[[@B59]\]. The comparison of global methylation levels in HCC tumors and matched non-tumorigenic liver tissues revealed a significant reduction in total 5-methylcytosine content in tumors \[[@B60]\]. Compared with the surrounding cirrhotic or non-neoplastic tissues, lower levels of methylation at repetitive elements *LINE-1*, *ALU*and *SAT-2*have been observed in liver tumors \[[@B61]\].

Global hypomethylation can contribute to carcinogenesis in two ways. First, in normal liver tissue, as in other healthy tissues, methylation of repetitive elements may contribute to genome integrity by silencing their transcription, thus preventing the activity of potentially harmful mobile genetic elements. DNA hypomethylation could thus explain the chromosome structural alterations and genetic mutations observed in HCC. This hypothesis is corroborated by a study showing that an excess of copies of the heterochromatin sequence 1q12 is correlated with global loss of methylcytosine \[[@B62]\]. Therefore, DNA hypomethylation may alter the interaction between the CpG-rich satellite DNA and chromatin proteins, resulting in heterochromatin decondensation and breakage. Second, global hypomethylation can result in oncogene activation. This notion is supported by oncogene promoter demethylation found during HCC progression \[[@B59],[@B63]\].

In parallel to these genome-wide alterations, regional hypermethylation has been detected in CpG islands of tumor suppressor genes (TSGs) \[[@B59],[@B63]-[@B65]\]. These hypermethylated CpG islands result most often in gene silencing. The targeted genes are involved in cell proliferation inhibition (*p16INK4A*, *p21*, *p27*, *RASSF1A*, *SOCS1-3*, *RIZ1*), apoptosis (*CASP8*, *XAF-1*, *ASPP1*, *ASPP2*), cell adhesion and migration (*E-Cadherin*, *TFPI-2*), and DNA repair (*GSTP1*), and their silencing can promote cell transformation. TSGs and other cancer-associated genes (such as *RASSF1A*, *DOK1*and *CHRNA3*) have been found to be hypermethylated in a high percentage of human samples of HCC \[[@B63],[@B66]\]. Importantly, precancerous lesions in liver, such as fibrosis and cirrhosis, have also been found to exhibit aberrant hypermethylation in TSGs \[[@B11]\]. These observations suggest that TSG hypermethylation may represent a tumor-initiating event in HCC progression. Together, changes in methylation states (both hypermethylation and hypomethylation) appear to play a critical role in liver tumor development, similar to other cancers such as colorectal cancer and Beckwith-Wiedermann syndrome \[[@B67]\].

Histone modifications in hepatocellular carcinoma
-------------------------------------------------

Chemical modifications on histones (mainly acetylation and methylation on histones H3 or H4) are involved in gene expression through their role in the recruitment of inhibitors or enhancers of transcription. These modifications occur essentially in gene promoters to stimulate or inhibit gene expression.

In a methyl-deficient rodent model of hepatocarcinogenesis, in which hepatocarcinogenesis can be followed from preneoplastic nodules \[[@B68]\], it has been found that levels of H3K9 and H4K20 trimethylation (histone marks associated with repressive and activating transcriptional states, respectively) change during cancer development. In accordance with these changes, upregulation and downregulation of Suv39h1 and Suv4-20h2, the enzymes responsible for H3K9 and H4K20 methylation, have been observed.

Progressive changes in histone mark patterns (mediated by activation or inactivation of specific histone-modifying complexes) have also been observed in a model of cell reprogramming. Fusion of mouse HCC cells with embryonic stem cells results in the loss of HCC cellular phenotype and reactivation of the tumor suppressor gene *p16INK4A*. Induced differentiation of these reprogrammed cells restores the original HCC phenotype in association with progressive silencing of *p16INK4A*\[[@B69]\]. During differentiation, the *p16INK4A*promoter is promptly \'invaded\' by H3K27 trimethylation, accompanied by H3K9 dimethylation at later stages. Finally, histone H3 and H4 deacetylation (commonly associated with inhibition of transcription) are involved in several gene expression alterations in HCC \[[@B70],[@B71]\], and mechanistic studies have revealed that histone deacetylation could also act in association with DNA methylation to induce gene silencing \[[@B64],[@B65]\]. Despite the lack of large-scale studies with human samples, these results suggest that histone modifications may play an important role in hepatocarcinogenesis.

MicroRNAs and hepatocellular carcinoma
--------------------------------------

MicroRNAs are a class of small non-coding RNAs (22 to 25 nucleotides) that repress gene expression by inhibiting the translation of messenger RNAs. MicroRNAs are considered to participate actively in HCC development, and this is supported by several studies in which significant changes in microRNA expression have been observed by comparing HCC tumors with non-cancerous tissues. For example, upregulation of microRNA-18 (miR-18), miR-21, miR-221, miR-222 and miR-224, and downregulation of miR-122, miR-125, miR-130a, miR-150, miR-199 and miR-200 and the let-7 family have been reported in HCC \[[@B72]-[@B78]\]. To understand the consequences of microRNA deregulation in hepatocarcinogenesis, several studies aimed to identify and validate target genes of these microRNAs. So far, microRNA alterations identified in liver tumors have mainly been associated with genes involved in cell cycle regulation and cell proliferation. For example, cyclin-dependent inhibitors p27 and p57 and B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2)-modifying factor are targets of miR-221/222, which are upregulated in HCC \[[@B79]-[@B81]\]. miR-1-1 is downregulated in HCC tumors compared with non-cancerous adjacent tissues, and its ectopic expression in HCC cell lines induced cell cycle inhibition and cell death \[[@B82]\]. Finally, miR-122 downregulation in HCC increases production of cyclin G1 \[[@B83]\], and overexpression of miR-22 in HCC cell lines results in increased cell proliferation and higher *de novo*tumor development in immune-compromised athymic or nude mice \[[@B84]\]. Taken together, these results are consistent with the critical role of microRNAs in the regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis in hepatocytes, and highlight the importance of microRNA alterations in cellular transformation during hepatocarcinogenesis.

Epigenetic alterations and HCC etiology
---------------------------------------

Although the evidence for deregulation of epigenetic mechanisms during hepatocarcinogenesis has steadily accumulated over the past decade, their origins remain unclear. As many of these changes have been observed in early stages of carcinogenesis and even in precancerous stages \[[@B63],[@B85]\], it has been proposed that some of these alterations may be directly induced by exposure to specific risk factors, including HBV and HCV infection, alcohol intake and aflatoxin B1, and their presence may drive the process of hepatocarcinogenesis. For example, methylation in *p16INK4A*, *GSPT1*and *RASSF1A*genes in HCC tumors has been significantly correlated with viral infection \[[@B86]\]. Comparison of methylation profiles between tumor samples associated with HBV infection, HCV infection and alcohol consumption has revealed a specific set of hypermethylated CpG islands for each group \[[@B87]\]. Our recent study also showed a significant association between the methylation pattern in HCC tumors and major risk factors, including HBV infection and alcohol intake \[[@B66]\]. Further studies are needed to test whether major risk factors induce a distinct set of early epigenetic events and whether these changes promote HCC development.

In addition to the well-established risk factors, nutrition deficiency could provide a favorable condition for HCC development. In a rat model of methyl-deficient or lipotrope-deficient diet-induced HCC, global hypomethylation has been found to be associated with tumor development \[[@B68]\]. Similarly, mouse models for alcoholic liver disease and non-alcoholic fat liver disease have provided evidence for microRNA deregulation in the diseased liver \[[@B88]\]. Furthermore, chronic alcohol consumption is also known to cause epigenetic alterations \[[@B89]\]: liver tissue from rats fed with alcohol presented a 40% loss of methylation, and chronic alcohol consumption caused global hypomethylation \[[@B90]\]. Finally, alcohol intake can also influence histone modifications, notably an increase in histone H3 acetylation \[[@B91]\]. In conclusion, viral infection or alcohol consumption seem to induce some specific epigenetic alterations, but the picture is far from being complete. Thus, the exact mechanism by which known risk factors trigger epigenetic changes and the precise gene targets remain to be elucidated.

Cross-talk between epigenetic mechanisms and inflammatory pathways
==================================================================

The link between inflammatory pathways and epigenetic mechanisms has been revealed by many recent studies using different model systems. There is growing evidence for a direct mechanistic relationship between the changes induced by inflammation and epigenetic deregulation during tumor development and progression \[[@B92],[@B93]\]. We propose a working hypothesis that epigenome deregulation is an underlying mechanism by which inflammation may promote tumor development. In this scenario, different components of the inflammatory response may induce changes in epigenetic machinery or a so-called epigenetic switch that resets the long-term cellular memory system, a system that normally ensures the stable maintenance of transcriptional patterns and cell phenotype.

Cross-talk between epigenetic mechanisms and inflammatory pathways in HCC
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed earlier, inflammatory processes and epigenetic deregulation are early events in hepatocarcinogenesis. However, it remains unclear whether inflammation and a deregulated epigenome act concomitantly to initiate HCC or if there is a hierarchy and interdependence between them during cancer development and progression. Although cancer is traditionally considered a genetic disease caused by the accumulation of mutations, recent evidence suggests that epigenetic changes may play an important role in cancer development and could also act as precursor events that precede and promote genetic changes \[[@B94],[@B95]\]. Here, we put forward the hypothesis that epigenetic deregulation may be an underlying mechanism by which inflammation promotes HCC development, as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In this scenario, different components of the inflammatory response may directly or indirectly induce changes in epigenetic machineries, including those involved in setting and propagating normal patterns of DNA methylation, histone modifications and non-coding RNAs in hepatocytes. Deregulated epigenetic states may contribute to a persistent inflammatory response through altered gene expression states and a positive feedback loop to exacerbate a chronic state of inflammation. In parallel, the deregulated epigenome maintains altered long-term memory systems that promote proliferation and oncogenic transformation (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This interdependent and self-reinforcing cross-talk between inflammation and the epigenome maintains and amplifies inflammatory signals resulting in a series of events culminating in the development of liver cancer.

![**A hypothetical model depicting cross-talk between activation of inflammatory pathways and epigenome deregulation during liver tumor development**. Different components of the inflammatory response (including transient and stable modifications such as activation of inflammatory pathways nuclear factor (NF)-κB and JAK/STAT) may induce changes in epigenetic machineries (including DNA methylation, histone modifications and non-coding RNAs), resulting in an \'epigenetic switch\' that resets the long-term memory system in hepatocytes. The epigenetic switch in turn may contribute to a persistent inflammatory response through altered gene expression states and a positive feedback loop to exacerbate a chronic state of inflammation. In addition, the deregulated epigenome may maintain an altered transcriptional program that promotes proliferation and oncogenic transformation. This interdependent and self-reinforcing cross-talk between inflammation and the epigenome maintains and amplifies inflammatory signals, resulting in a series of events culminating in the development of liver cancer. The epigenetic switch may also be activated in hepatic or liver progenitor cells whose proliferation is stimulated during liver regeneration and repair. Therefore, an inflammatory microenvironment and an epigenetic switch in response to different environmental factors can directly promote activation of liver progenitor cells and their oncogenic transformation. DNMT, DNA methyl transferase.](gm307-1){#F1}

Several recent mechanistic and functional studies have provided support for our model by demonstrating interconnections between inflammatory pathways and epigenetic modifications. For example, chronic inflammation increases the level of ROS in the cytoplasm and high levels of ROS have been reported to induce the expression of *SNAIL*(the gene encoding a master regulator of the process of epithelial-mesenchymal transition), which can in turn recruit DNMTs (DNA-methyltransferases) and HDACs (histone deacetylases) to silence several specific genes \[[@B63],[@B96]\]. *In vivo*alcohol intake or *in vitro*lipopolysaccharide treatment (an inflammatory stimulus) can induce H3K9/S10 phosphorylation at the promoter of cytokine genes \[[@B97],[@B98]\] and these specific histone marks appear to be required for NF-κB recruitment to the gene promoter \[[@B99]\]. Furthermore, it was shown that NF-κB interacts with HDAC-1 \[[@B100]\] and that the capacity of HDAC-1 to inactivate specific genes requires the presence of p50, an NF-κB subunit \[[@B101]\]. In contrast, epigenetic mechanisms can also interfere with inflammation pathways, notably in the activation of the JAK/STAT3 pathway. Analysis of HCC tumors revealed that aberrant silencing of JAK/STAT inhibitor genes *SOCS-1*and *SOCS-3*by DNA methylation results in constitutive activation of the pathway \[[@B55],[@B102]\]. In addition, the binding of activated STAT3 to its target gene promoter seems to be dependent on histone acetylation status \[[@B71]\]. All these examples support the hypothesis that inflammation and epigenetic mechanisms are not separate but interdependent events whose cross-talk may deregulate a wide range of processes resulting in the development of HCC.

Cross-talk between epigenetic mechanisms and inflammatory pathways in liver stem/progenitor cells and liver cancer stem cells
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Research on the process of liver cancer initiation has also focused on cells that might act as the precursors of liver cancer. The observation that HCC cells present specific markers that are common to stem cells and that progression of liver cancer is associated with dedifferentiation (a process by which a specialized, differentiated cell regresses to a simpler, more embryonic, unspecialized form) led to the \'maturation arrest hypothesis\', which predicts that liver cancer may arise from stem cells that failed to complete their differentiation \[[@B103]-[@B107]\]. Hepatic or liver progenitor cells (LPCs) are adult stem cells that can differentiate into either hepatocytes or cholangiocytes \[[@B108],[@B109]\]. Stem cells are activated when the replication of mature hepatocytes is blocked, in order to take over liver regeneration and repair \[[@B110]-[@B112]\]. Several studies have provided evidence to support the hypothesis of an LPC origin for liver cancer \[[@B109],[@B113]-[@B115]\]. As exposure to different environmental factors can activate inflammation in liver cells, one current model proposes that the inflammatory microenvironment directly promotes LPC activation and transformation. More specifically, IL6, TNFα, IFNγ and TWEAK (TNF-like weak inducer of apoptosis), a member of the TNF family, increased the numbers of rodent LPCs *in vitro*and *in vivo*\[[@B116]-[@B118]\]. Moreover, increasing proliferation of LPC by cytokines is not just a side-effect of inflammation-induced cell proliferation, since the proliferative effects of IFNγ and TWEAK on LPCs have been shown to be specific to LPCs (when compared with hepatocytes).

Some cytokines and inflammatory pathways have even presented negative effects on LPC proliferation: for example, both IFNα and TGFβ reduce or block the proliferation of LPCs \[[@B119]-[@B121]\]. Deregulation of LPCs during carcinogenesis is likely to be associated with profound and heritable changes in cell fate programming. For these reasons, it has also been proposed that liver cancer may be initiated through the sustained epigenetic reprogramming of LPCs. The stemness/differentiation balance can be regulated by DNA methylation and bivalent marks (a combination of permissive and repressive histone marks) \[[@B95]\], and proteins responsible for the deposition of these marks are DNMTs and PcG proteins (Polycomb-group proteins), respectively. Therefore, inflammation may contribute to the transformation of LPCs by triggering epigenetic modifications. For example, cytokines such as IL6 or TGFβ have been shown to influence expression of DNMTs \[[@B122]-[@B124]\]. In addition, production of PcG proteins appears to be sensitive to cytokines: in the majority of human HCC samples, activation of JNK1 (a kinase that can be activated by cytokines) correlated with the increase of EZH2 PcG proteins \[[@B125]\]. *In vitro*studies of muscle stem cells confirmed the link between cytokines and PcG production by demonstrating that TNFα promotes the formation of Polycomb repressive complex \[[@B126]\]. In this manner, inflammation can directly affect LPC activation and differentiation by modifying the epigenetic memory system of these cells.

Finally, inflammation and epigenetic interactions can contribute to tumor development and progression by maintaining and expanding \'cancer stem cells\' (CSCs). CSCs are defined as a discrete tumor population characterized by two defining properties: self-renewal and the capacity to reconstitute tumor heterogeneity \[[@B127]\]. Recent studies suggest a possible role for inflammation in the activation and maintenance of liver cancer stem cells. In a large series of HCC samples, the hepatic stem-cell-like subtype presented upregulation of the TGFβ pathway \[[@B128]\]. In healthy liver, LPCs have been found to produce OCT4, NANOG, STAT3 (the well-known core stemness genes) and TBRII (TGF β-receptor type II), although subsequent analysis of cells producing STAT3/OCT4 markers of stemness failed to identify TBRII production \[[@B115]\]. This observation raises the possibility that disruption of the TGFβ pathway may promote the emergence of CSCs and sustain HCC development and progression \[[@B129],[@B130]\]. One explanation could be that TGFβ disruption impairs differentiation of LPCs after their activation, thus promoting their transformation into liver cancer stem cells \[[@B131]\]. This hypothesis is further supported by a recent observation that TGFβ downregulation in liver cancer stem cells enhanced the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and thereby conferred resistance to apoptosis \[[@B132]\]. Similarly, other inflammatory pathways, such as the IL6/JAK/STAT pathway, have been demonstrated to be capable of sustaining cancer stem cells. In a mouse model exhibiting disrupted TGFβ signaling, spontaneous liver cancer development and activation of IL6 signaling were observed \[[@B115]\], whereas in cell lines, the modulation of JAK/STAT was able to promote differentiation and elimination of CSCs \[[@B133]\]. Therefore, CSC activation is flexible and reversible, supporting the possibility that inflammatory pathways may impact on CSCs through epigenetic mechanisms. A report by You *et al.*\[[@B124]\] supports this hypothesis in the context of liver cancer by showing that TGFβ influences the expression of *CD133*(a liver cancer stem cell marker) via aberrant DNA methylation at the *CD133*promoter. In addition, it was shown that in breast cancer, microRNAs could directly influence CSC proliferation through modulation of the IL6/JAK/STAT pathway \[[@B134]\]. Taken together, accumulating evidence argues that inflammation may initiate the appearance and/or maintenance of cancer cells with stem cell features in liver and that epigenetic deregulation may be a key underlying mechanism.

Based on the evidence presented, we propose a model (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) in which various components of the inflammatory response (including activation of inflammatory pathways) induce changes in the epigenome (likely through deregulation of epigenetic machineries such as those mediating DNA methylation, histone modifications and non-coding RNAs). These changes represent an initiating event activating the \'epigenetic switch\' that resets the long-term memory system in the target cells (hepatocytes). The epigenetic switch may be defined as stable and mitotically heritable changes in the epigenome that underlie transition in cell phenotype, and are maintained after the initial triggering events have ceased. This epigenetic switch may promote a persistent inflammatory state through both gene expression reprogramming and a feedback loop that amplifies inflammatory signals contributing to chronic inflammation. The deregulated epigenetic states may also maintain an altered transcriptional programme that promotes proliferation and oncogenic transformation. Thus, the self-reinforcing cross-talk between inflammation and the epigenome maintains and amplifies inflammatory signals, resulting in a series of events culminating in the development of HCC.

Conclusions and further perspectives
====================================

Abnormal secretions of cytokines are often observed in the presence of liver diseases and liver cancer. As a consequence, inflammatory pathways governing cell growth, cell cycle and cell survival are deregulated in hepatocytes. These pathways may enhance cytokine expression through positive feedback, thus creating a vicious circle that culminates in liver cancer. Evidence is accumulating to suggest that inflammation contributes to hepatocarcinogenesis through deregulation of the epigenome. Many studies have found a wide range of epigenetic alterations in HCC, consistent with the notion that aberrant DNA methylation, histone acetylation and expression of non-coding RNAs may be responsible for deregulated expression of numerous genes in transformed hepatocytes. Several lines of evidence suggest that inflammation and epigenetic deregulation are not independent events during hepatocarcinogenesis, but that they may cross-talk and cooperate directly or indirectly to induce cell transformation. In particular, studies on liver stem cells and their potential role in liver cancer strongly suggest that a cross-talk between inflammation and epigenetic mechanisms could be particularly relevant to the initiation of cancer stem cells and early stages of HCC development.

Epigenetic deregulation may provide the missing mechanistic link between inflammation and HCC development. Because the major treatment currently available for HBV and HCV infection is IFNα administration, which has relatively low efficacy \[[@B15],[@B135],[@B136]\], a link between inflammation and epigenetic mechanisms suggests potential new targets for therapeutic intervention. Intrinsic reversibility of epigenetic changes and the recent development of drugs targeting epigenetic deregulation in cancer cells may provide an opportunity for targeting inflammation-epigenome cross-talk in liver cancer. A combination of classical antiviral agents (for example, INF administration) and epigenetic drugs (such as DNMT inhibitors or HDAC inhibitors) may prove particularly efficient for counteracting the synergy between cytokines and epigenome changes.

Despite important progress made in the field, several important questions remain to be addressed before we fully understand the functional impact of the interaction between inflammation and epigenome deregulation in liver tissue and define the precise underlying mechanisms. For example, to what extent is epigenetic deregulation triggered by chronic inflammation? Although activation of inflammatory pathways and disrupted epigenetic states commonly co-exist in liver cancer, hierarchies and the precise order of events that establish and maintain their cross-talk are far from being elucidated. Can inflammatory cytokines trigger epigenetic changes directly or indirectly? Does epigenetic deregulation contribute to chronic inflammation in the infected liver, and if so do positive feedback loops that amplify inflammatory responses exist? Another important question regards the origin of liver cancer stem cells and the role of inflammation and epigenetic mechanisms in their initiation and maintenance. The importance of epigenome reconfiguration in the maintenance of the defining features of stem/progenitor cells provides a mechanistic explanation but also suggests potential targets for intervention. More comprehensive characterization of the epigenome of HCC tumors and liver cancer stem cells may help in answering some of these key questions.
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